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PTAs impact GVCs.

Economically deep PTAs influence GVCs even MORE. (See Delera and

Foster-McGregor (2020), Boffa et al. (2019), and Laget et al. (2018))

GVCs impact LABOR RIGHTS. (Malesky and Mosley, 2018; Mosley, 2010, 2017; Mosley

and Uno, 2007)

How could we use LABOR RIGHTS PROVISIONS IN PTAs to
promote trade and investment that is good for labor standards?
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Dataset on NTIs in PTAs



Covered agreements

• Currently 660 PTAs coded.
• PDF source = DESTA
• These agreements were signed between 1945 and 2020.
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Dataset on Non-Trade Issues in PTAs

WHICH NTIs?

• CIVIL and POLITICAL rights
• ECONOMIC and SOCIAL rights
• ENVIRONMENTAL protection issues
• SECURITY issues
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...54.43 % cover
CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS

human integrity
democracy

right to free belief
minority prot.
women rights
rule of law

prohib. human trafficing
good governance

food security
prohib. child labor

...57 % cover
SECURITY ISSUES

national security
anti-corruption

anti-drug trafficking
fight against terror
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...60.86 % cover
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL RIGHTS

right to health
development

social protection
labor standards (general)

prohib. forced labor
health/safety at work

equal opportunity at work
prohib. child labor

to unionize
protect. migrant worker

to education
working time regulation

minimum wage

...57.71 % cover
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

environ. prot. (gen.)
prot. wildlife

reducing air pollution
reducing water pollution

waste management
forest protection

reducing contamination
regulating game

regulating chemical waste
protecting minerals
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Coding procedure

1. Manual coding of 262 data points in MAXqda
2. Reliability check

• Manual coding again (check reliability)
• Translation of coding-scheme to regular expressions (check

reliability)
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Some insides from the dataset
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Things to think about



How should labor right provisions look like?
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Interesting Case: From CAFTA to updated NAFTA
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Which PTAs should be most ambitious in terms of labor rights
provisions AND how to review performance?
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Enforceable NTIs in PTAs have a positive
effect on outcomes, if moderated by...

• ...trade dependency

• ...uniquely exported products

• ...FDI outflows
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Strong commitments (examples):

• EU Vietnam (2016)

• Canada EU (CETA, 2016)

• Colombia Peru EU (2012)

Weak commitments (examples):

• Older agreements, like EU Israel, EU Turkey, or EU with EFTA states

• EU Mexico (2000)

• EU Pacific States EPA Fiji Papua New Guinea (2009)
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Interesting Case: Strong Commitments in EU-Vietnam Free
Trade Agreement (EVFTA), but weak compliance

https://indianexpress.com/article/world/european-union-vietnam-labor-rights-7199902/lite/
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Things to think about

• With which trade/investment provisions should we link labor
clauses?

• How to deal with reluctant trade partners?
• How could we find a (European) way to really protect workers

using labor right provisions in PTAs?

Looking forward to a vivid discussion!
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